Of the various diminution devices in Modem Hebrew (+it and +iya suffixation, reduplication, the colloquial +lik and +fko, etc.), +on suffixation is the most productive and often functions as the default case. Its productivity is emphasized by the fact that it can be appended to forms that have already been derived by other diminution strategies. The feminine diminutive is funher marked by +et, resulting in +6net. Diminution of the +on variety often also denotes affection. Since only about a fourth of all on realizations listed in Even-Shoshan's dictionary have morphologically transparent bases, it is argued that the hearer frrst eliminates bound stems (including CiCaCon, CiCCon, etc.). When an independent base can easily be discerned, the default reading is "diminutive/affectionate"; if excluded by the context, a number of minor readings are also possible (e.g., "collections," "periodicals," "temporary structures," "instruments," etc.).
SEGAL'S ANALYSIS
M. Z. Segall distinguishes four types of morphological diminution strategies in Hebrew: realization in a potentially-diminutive discontinuous (his "internal") pattern, diminution resulting from linear suffixation, a combination of both (i.e., a discontinuous pattern accompanied by suffixation), and reduplication. While admitting that discontinuous diminutive formation is not as productive in Hebrew as it is, for instance, in the Arabic dialects (as, for instance, in the CuCayC pattern, e.g., kalb 'dog' -kulayb 'little dog', rajul 'man' -rujayl 'little man'), he does introduce a limited list of such cases, for example, miz'ar 'a little, trifle' -ze'eyr 'a little, tiny bit', Bolozky: Diminutives umlal 'miserable' -ameylal 'miserable, dimin. '2 Most of them do not reflect productive morphological patterns; his data suggest only two marginallyproductive miskalim 3 that may denote diminution: CCiC+a, as in: (1 Segal also discusses reduplication as a diminution device, but the data available to him were essentially restricted to a limited set of historical precedents (often involving expansion of biradical to triradical roots) that synchronically may be considered "frozen," as in:
2 Stress is word·final, unless marked otherwise. 'refers to optional realization of a gloual stop (replacing either 'ale/or historical 'ayin) before (heavily) stressed vowels in Modem Hebrew; il also represents a slol in an abstract rooL 3 Discontinuous word-fonnation pauems. In current Hebrew, however, there are cases in which the relationship between the base and the reduplicated form is quite transparent, suggesting that the use of reduplication as a diminution device has acquired a degree of productivity. The list is less extensive for nouns, most of which are animals (the reduplicated form gloss is always "little N"): Most of the diminutive linearly-appended suffixes listed by Segal are not productive: +ay (dod 'love' -duday 'mandrake'), +V/ (gav(a 'chalice, cup ' -giv'o/'calix') , etc. His data become particularly interesting, though, when he suggests that feminine suffixes are often associated with diminution. In the early stages of language formation, the marking of gender appears to have been intended to distinguish not sex, but rather size and/or connotative value. In languages which distinguish "masculine," "feminine" and "neuter," "neuter" was preferably used for lifeless things, and since the latter were considered inferior to living organisms, neuter also tended to carry some depreciatory or belittling sense 5 --even when it actually applied to humans and animals. The same evaluative measure apparently also determined the use of neuter for diminutives, even if the words from which they were derived have another gender (e.g., Gr. paidion 'little boy' from pais, G.friiulein, etc.). In languages without "neuter," the "feminine" suffix denoted particularly lifeless objects 6 or objects of small size, such as grain and fruit (e.g., xita 'wheat', teena ' fig') , or an individual member of a mass noun (e.g., oni 'ships, fleet' -oniya 'ship'), or borrowed meanings (e.g., yarex 'thigh' -yarxa 'side'), or narrowing down from the general to the particular (e.g:, malon 'a place to stay over' -meluna 'a temporary structure for sleeping in the field', xelek 'part' -xelka 'a plot of land'). Only because sex in living organisms was so evident (and because living organisms were so central) did it later become the main criterion for gender distinction. It was the initial "primitive" conception of the suffixed forms as smaller or subordinate that gave rise to some diminution by means of "feminine" suffixation: (1967) pp. 169-197. A correlation between feminine gender and diminution may also be observed in other Semitic languages-for example, in 2. Minor diminutive patterns in Modern Hebrew ~ As noted above, reduplication is somewhat productive in Ismeli Hebrew. Diminution by feminine suffixation also maintains a certain degree of productivity. One type of realization involves +it suffixation to inanimate 8 noun stems, as in: One of the semantic correlates of the +iya suffix is "a unit, or realization, of some matter," as in: In current Modem Hebrew, however, it appears that any noun that may have a diminutive version in the real world either already has a diminutive altemant with +on, or could potentially have one (i.e., when such a form is introduced for the first time-be it by a normative authority, an author, or any "lay" innovative speaker-it will be used, or understood, as a diminutive altemant of its base). In animate nouns, for which male and female entities coexist in the natural world, masculine is marked as diminutive by the suffix +on, and the feminine by funher concatenation of +et,12 yielding +on+et, as in:
II Segal. "ha-ze'eyrul," p_ 149 12/+1/ would be assumed if an (e)-insertion rule is independently required 10 accounl for scgolatc SlreSS. The strongest evidence for the productivity of the +on diminutive suffix is its distribution in forms that have already incorporated other diminutive morphemes. Not only do the reduplicated forms have alternants with +on; it is even possible to add +onl+onet to the reduplicated forms themselvesparticularly in animate nouns, as in:
15 The similarity was pointed out 10 me by Ora Schwanwald.
16 nexmad6nel is also possible, though. The reason is probably phonological: a sequence of three n's in such proximity is avoided owing to its clumsiness.
It is also possible to add +on to (inanimate) forms ending with the diminutive suffix +;t. Since nouns ending with +il are all feminine, so are the further diminutions, which all end with +on+e/: (26) but these are essentially just one-time, potential innovations that may be used jokingly by well-educated speakers to express extreme diminution.
In its capability to append itself "on top of' other diminutive suffixes, +on demonstrates partial similarity to "Class II" English suffixes, whose relationship to the base is less tight than typical derivational suffixes of "Class I." The dichotomy was proposed by Siegel,11 who made use of the difference in "boundedness with the stem" between the + and # boundaries proposed by Chomsky and Halle: 18 (29) Group A:
Suffixes: Prefixes:
+ion, +il) ', +y, +al, +ic, +ate, +ous, +ive re+, con+, de+, sub+, pre+, in+, en+, be+ #ness, #Iess, #hood, #jul, #ly, #Uke re#, suM, un#, non#, den, semi#, anti# There are a number of phonological 19 distinctions in the behavior of the two affix classes, but what concerns us here is the central morphological difference. Generally,20 a suffix of Class II can be added to the base after a suffix from Class I has already been appended, but not vice versa-for example, nervousness, nervously, but not *beauti/ulity.
In lower registers, +cik often demonstrates similar capability: (New York: Garland, 1979 To this point we have talked of the creative aspect of diminution. A separate question is perceptual, concerning the hearer's point of view: How do speakers distinguish between words ending with +on or +on+et which consti-tute diminutives and those that do not, even though they end with similar strings? In the case of +on+et the difficulty is minimal: of the 41 words in Even-Shoshan that end in +onet, only seven forms are not diminutives, and of those, five involve a root-radical n realized in specific miskalim, which makes it easy to identify them as non-diminutive: (34) tiCC6Cet: maCC6Cet: miCC6Cet:
The problem is in discriminating diminutive forms with +on from other on forms that are not diminutive. From the speaker's perspective, potential diminution would always end up with +on,21 but when one looks at the total lexicon, one finds that of the approximately 680 forms ending with on in Even-Shoshan, only about 130 are diminutives. With +on being the unmarked diminution device, one would expect that when coming across a form with on, the hearer's first intuition should be that it constitutes a diminutive, and if that interpretation fails in context, then other, more focused alternative analyses will be tried. The relatively low proportion of diminutives in the total number of forms ending with on suggests a different procedure, though. It appears that the hearer's first impulse is to look for morphological transparency, that is, where an independent base can easily be identified. Of the 680 cases with on, over 500 are not morphologically transparent in this sense-including a significant number of CiCaCon (e.g., zikaron 'memory') and CiCCon (e.g., signon 'style') realizations. 22 In the initial processing phase, then, it would make sense to assume that speakers first eliminate these 500-odd cases by attempting to discern a free, independently-standing noun or adjective before +on, or a plural altemant, or a segolate base of an independent noun or adjective. This way they imme-21 Or wi!h +ctlc in semi·standard contexts, as noted above. 22 Since zikar-and sign-etc. are not free-slallding fonns. For a detailed description of these two miIlcalim, !hat CiCaCon includes a number of illnesses (e.g., Iigaron 'arthritis') and o!her heavily-negative abstractions (e.g., Jddalon 'ceasing to be; nothingness').
